
FESCP08FB10 Installation Guide
Ford Escape 2008 - 2012
(Unloaded/Loaded/Amplified)

STEP 1: STEP 2:

Clean out your vehicle, so you have a clear space to work. Remove the woofer from the enclosure. Set enclosure in 
place as shown. Using the hole in the back of the enclosure 
as a guide, place a mark on the interior panel behind the 
enclosure. This will be used to mount the enclosure. Drill a 
hole in the interior panel where marked as shown.

NOTE!!

STEP 4:

Remove bottom plastic trim piece from rear left door 
opening.

STEP 5:

Remove side panel as shown.

STEP 3:

Remove plastic trim panel as shown.

Note: Before drilling, make sure that you are not 
going to be drilling into any gas lines, brake lines, 
transmission lines, electrical wiring, transfer case 
(4X4) vehicles) or anything else that might cause 
a reduction in  your weekly pay. Always wear eye 
protection when drilling.
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STEP 9:

STEP 7:

Re-install the woofer, and make any final wire connections 
and adjustments. 

Enjoy your new found bass!

Re-install the interior panel, making sure the bolt sticks out 
through the hole drilled into the panel.  (While the panel is 
removed, this would be a good time to run any wires needed 
for your speaker to the area where the enclosure will be 
mounted. Be sure to leave a little extra for adjustment!)
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STEP 6:

With the interior panel removed, note the location of the 
hole you just drilled. Place the bolt from the mounting 
hardware into the hole from the back side. Install a flat 
washer, lock washer, a nut, and tighten. This will form a stud 
for the enclosure to mount to.

STEP 8:

With the panel back in place, re-install the side and back 
door trim pieces. Once that is complete, slide the enclosure 
into place onto the stud. Using material from the hardware 
pack, place a fender washer, lock washer, and nut onto stud 
and tighten. (Make sure wires are ran in the channel behind 
the enclosure before tightening it into place.) 


